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Using the continuum hypothesis I will prove that such groups exist. Without much extra trouble one can show that there are fields of real numbers with the same properties .
In some related problems the change from group to ring or field causes a great deal of difficulty. A theorem of Volkmann and myself [5] states that for every 0 < a < 1 there is a group of real numbers of Hausdorff dimension a . All our efforts so far failed in proving the existence of a ring or field of Hausdorff dimension a.
Before giving the simple proofs I state a few related results which I proved during my long life and also formulate a few problems .
Kakutani and I proved [4] that the real line is the union of Na rationally independent sets if and only if 2Ko -N,, I then asked : Can one decompose the n-dimensional space as the union of N o sets Ek (k = 1, 2, . . .) so that all the distances in Ek (k = 1, 2, . . .) occur only once? Davies [1] proved this for n = 2 . The cases n > 3 are open .
Let {a.} be a Hamel basis . I proved [2] that if Hk is the set of reals which have exactly k non-zero terms in their canonical representation, then for every k there is a Hamel basis for which Hk is non-measurable and Hi (i < k) is of measure 0 . Clearly, for every Hamel basis there is a k such that Hi (i > k) is non-measurable .
It is easy to see that for every Hamel basis the set of reals for which all summands in the canonical representation have integer coefficients is non-measurable . But if 2K0 = t~,, there is a Hamel basis such that the set of real numbers all coefficients of which in the canonical representation are positive is of measure 0 (see [3] ) . Proof . Let A o , . . ., A e , . . . (~ < pot) be the sequence of all sets in R which are Fa and of first category (Ga and of measure 0) . We construct a sequence of groups G, s R (~< co t ) such that (1) Gl = Ko for all ~ < col ,
G~ Gs and Gl o Gz for~ < r < oil,
G i n U Ax = G Z n U Ax for~ < r < col .
If this is done, the group G=UG6 e«1 has the required properties : it is of measure 0 because its intersection with a certain A, of full measure is countable, it is not of first category because it is not contained in any of the A e . (It is of first category because its intersection with a certain residual A, is countable, it is not of measure 0 because it is not contained in any of the A l .)
We construct G, (~< co,) by induction . Suppose that Ge (~ < z) is ready . GT will be the group generated by U Ge and a number x e R\ UGl chosen as follows : x does not belong to any of the sets (4) {y : ny+g e Aj, where 1 < r, n is any integer not equal to 0 and g e UGl . Clearly, there s<r are countably many sets (4) and each is of first category (of measure 0), hence there exists an x as required .
It is clear that Gz satisfies (1), (2) , and (3) .
